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ABSTRACT
The efficiency–accuracy trade-off of approximate computing spans a diverse array of techniques at both the hardware and software levels. While this diversity is key to the success of approximation research, it also entails considerable complexity in developing and validating new approximation techniques. Researchers must relate their ideas to a vast body of work on approximate computing and invest significant software and hardware implementation effort to validate their hypotheses. These problems slow the pace of innovation and, when they prove too much to bear, risk misdirecting research away from promising ideas.

To better understand these trade-offs, we present REACT: a new tool for modeling the efficiency–accuracy space afforded by approximate computing. We first motivate the need for such a tool by discussing the complex space of current approximate computing research. Then, we present REACT, a modeling framework that lets researchers rapidly evaluate approximate-computing techniques and lets practitioners understand the potential impact of approximation in their code.

REACT combines an application profiler with an energy model and error-injection framework to measure the effects of approximation on user-provided applications. We show how REACT can easily model approximation techniques from diverse regions of our classification. To demonstrate REACT’s utility, we use it to evaluate several benchmarks for their amenability to approximation and to individual techniques. Our exploration shows that the energy savings and error vary widely between techniques and applications, and that coarse-grain techniques dominate fine-grain ones.

1. INTRODUCTION
Approximate computing exploits applications’ tolerance of quality degradation to improve performance and energy efficiency. Research in approximate spans the entire system stack, from devices to software and algorithms. Although recent research has demonstrated tremendous potential for diverse application domains, researchers and practitioners alike face the persistent challenge of understanding the quality–energy trade-offs associated with approximate computing.

For researchers, developing new approximation techniques requires substantial investment in software and hardware development to validate new opportunities. Recent work has extended the reach of approximate computing to many areas of computer architecture: floating-point units [1], caches [2], DRAM [3], and accelerators [4, 5, 6, 7]. Software techniques are similarly diverse, from transforming loops [8] to eliding synchronization [9]. The diversity and reach of these techniques creates a struggle for researchers to understand the quality–energy trade-offs of their techniques and how they relate to existing work. Evaluating hardware techniques requires either detailed and laborious implementation work, with the risk of disappointing results, or extensive modifications to existing power modeling tools, with the risk of incorrect or irrelevant modeling [10]. Software techniques pose similar challenges and often rely on cumbersome, manual processes to evaluate quality degradation. There exists no general, understandable model for researchers to rapidly evaluate the potential of new approximate-computing opportunities on real applications.

Practitioners looking to employ approximation in their systems face substantial barriers to adoption as well. Many approximation techniques require specialized hardware [11] and extensive engineering effort to implement and evaluate. Despite ongoing work on compiler infrastructure for approximation [12], software techniques still require extensive programmer intervention. This leaves practitioners looking to exploit approximate computing with no way to easily evaluate the potential of approximation in their applications.

This paper makes an important contribution to modeling techniques in the field of approximate computing. First, we motivate the need for a modeling framework with a classification of existing approximate-computing techniques. We briefly discuss the key dimensions of classification: hardware and software, granularity, determinism, and computational resources affected. A more detailed survey of all existing techniques is a promising area for future research, but out of scope of this work.

Guided by the classification of existing research, we propose REACT, a framework for rapid evaluation of approximate-computing techniques. REACT integrates energy models for approximation techniques with dynamic profiling and error-injection information for a user-provided application. For programmers looking
to apply approximation, REACT asks only for a small investment—annotating their application once using the ACCEPT language [12]—and provides a framework to explore many approximation opportunities at both the hardware and software levels. For researchers, REACT provides rapid design space exploration. Researchers specify energy and error models for their new technique, and then can explore its effectiveness on applications without extensive implementation effort. We use the classification of approximation techniques to identify the important variables our models must expose to be useful and accurate in research and in practice.

The REACT framework evaluates the energy savings and quality degradation of approximation opportunities using a first-order energy model, coupled to a customizable dynamic error injector. The custom energy model captures the effects of system components most relevant to approximate computing. The energy model’s input is a dynamic application profile collected using a custom Pin tool [13]. REACT uses this model to estimate energy consumption for both precise and approximate executions of a provided application. For approximate executions, the energy model incorporates savings characteristics from a library of approximation techniques (which researchers can extend with new techniques). Our energy model’s baseline mode produces energy estimates within 1% of McPAT [14], a widely used power modeling tool.

REACT performs error injection to model quality degradation in applications. Programmers provide applications with language annotations to specify where approximations are allowed. We extend an existing approximate compiler framework to simulate errors in data and code deemed approximate. The compiler instrumentation injects errors at run time according to characteristics from a library of approximation techniques (which, again, can be extended with new techniques). The error injection framework operates at the instruction granularity and, by calling a user-defined hook, can support arbitrarily complex error models. REACT also supports error injection at the function level, allowing accelerators and other coarse-grained techniques to be applied to the program.

To demonstrate the utility of REACT for rapidly evaluating approximation techniques, we implement a selection of techniques from our classification and apply them to a suite of approximate-computing benchmarks. We find that each benchmark is amenable to different approximation techniques, and that the overall effectiveness of approximation varies widely between benchmarks. At a high level, we find that the benefits of coarse-grain techniques dominate fine-grain ones. We characterize the low effort required to develop technique models and to annotate benchmark suites with ACCEPT.

2. CLASSIFICATION OF APPROXIMATE COMPUTING RESEARCH

Approximate computing encompasses a broad spectrum of techniques that relax accuracy to improve efficiency. Although the term is new, the principle is not. Efficiency–accuracy trade-offs are employed in floating-point numbers, for example, which are used by programmers every day. Digital signal processing applications, through the use of quantization and decimation, and lossy compression also trade off quality for accuracy and space savings, respectively.

The diversity of approaches can complicate discussions on the topic and obscure common patterns. A single monolithic category, approximate computing, that spans ideas as disparate as floating-point numbers, voltage overscaling [40], and loop perforation [8] is too broad to establish the general principles of the field.

This section provides a classification of many techniques from the field of approximate computing. A more detailed discussion of the dimensions, and the implications of each, is left as further work. However, the classification defines the breadth of the interface REACT needs to provide to model a large space of approximation techniques.

2.1 Dimensions

Table 1 enumerates the techniques in the literature and the dimensions in our classification, and Figure 1 shows the same set of techniques laid out along the two dimensions we considered most important: determinism and granularity. We detail each dimension below.

Hardware vs. Software

One basic, and important, distinction categorizes techniques by whether or not they require new hardware. Software techniques, such as reducing the width of numerical representations [22], can work on today’s commodity hardware. Hardware techniques, such as those that exploit analog circuits [33], can unlock new opportunities for resource savings that are unavailable when the hardware–software interface is left unchanged. Hardware and algorithm-level approximation are not mutually exclusive: some of the literature’s most promising
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software Technique</th>
<th>Granularity</th>
<th>Deterministic</th>
<th>Computational Resource(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm Selection [34, 35]</td>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Compute, Storage, Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bit-Width Reduction [22]</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Compute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Perforation [8]</td>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Compute, Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Float-to-Fixed Conversion [23]</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Compute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lossy Compression and Data Packing [27]</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural Acceleration (GPU) [37]</td>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Compute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel Pattern Replacement [38]</td>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Compute, Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter Adjustment [39]</td>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Compute, Storage, Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronization Elision [9, 20, 21]</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware Technique</th>
<th>Granularity</th>
<th>Deterministic</th>
<th>Computational Resource(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRAM Refresh Rate [3, 15]</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error-Prone Processors [30, 31, 32]</td>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Compute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy Memoization [24]</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Compute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical FPU [1]</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Compute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpolated Memoization [36]</td>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Compute, Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load Value Approximation [25, 26]</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Storage, Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural Acceleration [11, 4]</td>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Compute, Storage, Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural Acceleration (Analog) [33]</td>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Compute, Storage, Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision Scaling (ALU) [5]</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Compute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced-Precision FPU [15, 28]</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Compute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRAM Soft Error Exposure [2, 16]</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft Fault Tolerance [17, 18, 19]</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Compute, Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underdesigned Multiplier [29]</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Compute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage Overscaling (ALU) [15, 6]</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Compute</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Listing of approximation techniques from the literature.

Techniques combine algorithmic transformations with new hardware support [11].

**Determinism**

Approximations can be either deterministic or nondeterministic. Floating-point and digital neural acceleration [11] are examples of deterministic approximations. Their output is always the same for a given input. Conversely, nondeterministic approximations such as voltage overscaling [40] can produce different errors for the same input.

Determinism plays an important role in the feasibility of reasoning about and debugging approximations. Importantly, determinism defines the kinds of accuracy guarantees that are possible. For a deterministic approximate program, it is possible to prove a hard bound: a statement of the form for *any input, the output can be at most ϵ from the correct output*. This kind of guarantee is important in the context of long-running computations, such as scientific computing applications, where errors can compound catastrophically. A nondeterministic program can only offer a statistical bound: *for any input, the probability that the output exceeds a bound is less than P*. This weaker kind of guarantee is appropriate in contexts that compute many independent outputs: pixels, video frames, or particle positions, for example.

**Granularity**

We classify a technique as *fine-grained* if it applies to individual memory locations, instructions, or data packets. A technique is *coarse-grained* if it affects entire blocks, functions, or data structures.

An approximation technique’s granularity is a critical factor in its generality and efficiency gains. A fine-grained approximation, such as one that applies to individual arithmetic instructions [40], can be very general: it can potentially apply to any multiplication in a program. But the efficiency gains are fundamentally limited to *non-control* components, since control errors can arbitrarily disrupt execution. Coarse-grained approximations, on the other hand, can apply holistically to entire algorithms, so their potential gains are larger. However, these techniques tend to apply more narrowly. Neural acceleration [11, 4, 33], for example, can replace large subcomputations but only when they meet a list of restrictions.

It is also notable that the definition of granularity is not always clear. How do we differentiate between a data structure and a memory location? Is approximate memory a fine- or coarse-grained technique? We leave discussion and debate of these points for the community and future work.

**Computational Resource**

Approximate computing techniques generally offer benefits in resource efficiency. We classify techniques ac-
cording to the three classical resources in computer systems: compute, storage, and communication.

A given technique may affect any or all of these resources. As with granularity, the boundaries between the resources are often fluid or fuzzy.

3. FRAMEWORK

With the diversity of techniques for approximate computing, it is difficult to evaluate which approaches are the most beneficial for a particular application. It is doubly challenging to predict how multiple techniques will interact. For example, what do the probabilistic, analog errors of voltage overscaling have in common with deterministic errors of reduced precision computation? How do we compare loop perforation of a code region in software to offloading all or a portion of that region to a neural network accelerator? The challenges of understanding energy and error trade-offs of different approximation techniques has motivated us to develop REACT, a tool for researchers and practitioners to rapidly and accurately explore approximate computing techniques.

REACT consists of an application profiler, an energy model, and an error analysis tool. We implement a custom profiler and linear energy model, and extend ACCEPT [12], an approximate computing compiler framework, to inject errors and measure quality. Figure 2 provides a high level overview of REACT’s workflow. We logically divide the flow into an energy path and a quality path.

The energy path uses a dynamic application profiler to record architectural events, such as instruction categories, and micro-architectural events, such as cache misses and branch mispredictions. We then feed this profile information into a linear energy model to estimate total energy consumption. The energy model incorporates the effects of each approximation technique to produce an estimate of energy savings. Section 3.1 details the profiler and Sections 3.2 and 3.3 detail the energy model.

The quality path uses a compiler pass to instrument the code and inject errors. The instrumentation makes calls to a library that implements an error-injection API, where the user can define arbitrary error behavior without modifying the compiler itself. Section 3.4 details this process.

Finally, REACT combines the energy and quality paths to search the efficiency–accuracy trade-off space for a given application. It produces a collection of configurations of the program and applies the modeled approximation techniques to different phases in the program. Section 3.5 describes the interaction between the two paths.

3.1 Application Profiling

The application profiler in REACT collects performance statistics, which are the inputs to the energy model. The profiler is implemented using Intel’s Pin [13] dynamic binary instrumentation tool. It observes x86 instructions, from which we extract memory operations to produce a load/store instruction set. REACT’s Pin tool executes programs with minimal overhead but collects only first-order architectural statistics—a trade-off with respect to full-system simulators that lets REACT quickly run full applications many times on large input sets.

The profiler groups the instructions into categories for the energy model. Table 2 enumerates these categories, which we selected while concurrently developing the energy model, error injection tool, and approximation techniques classification to provide flexibility, simplicity, and accommodate for approximation strategies.

Using the instruction stream, the profiler uses simple architectural models to collect micro-architectural statistics. It models a branch predictor and a memory hierarchy representative of a mid-range, low power processor, in the same class as an ARM Cortex-A9. We model a tournament-style branch predictor with a 4096-entry selection table, 12-bit Global History Register (GHR), 4096 entry Pattern History Table (PHT), and a 4096 entry Branch History Table (BHT) of local predictors. The data cache model mirrors the Cortex A9’s parameters: a 4-way set associative, 32 KB L1 cache with 32 B blocks. We do not model an L2 cache. Together, these models provide the micro-architectural statistics—hits, misses, predictions, and mispredictions—that the energy model uses.

3.2 Energy Model

REACT uses a simplified linear energy model to estimate the total energy consumption of an execution. Figure 3 provides the overview of our energy model. The model has three components for static power: core, L1 data cache, and DRAM memory. For dynamic power, we assign a fixed cost to micro-architectural and architectural events, each indicated by a gray shaded box in the figure. The linear energy model accommodates a variety of approximation strategies that scale its coefficients: for example, by reducing the dynamic power of multiply operations. REACT uses the model’s outputs—one precise energy total, and one scaled approximate energy total—to estimate energy savings from executing a program approximately in comparison to the precise execution baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>alusimple</td>
<td>Integer +, -, bitwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alucomplex</td>
<td>Integer *, /, sqrt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fpusimple</td>
<td>Floating point +, -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fpucomplex</td>
<td>Floating point *, /, sqrt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>branch.correct</td>
<td>Correct branch prediction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>branch.mispredict</td>
<td>Branch mispredictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l1d.hit</td>
<td>L1 D-cache access hit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l1d.miss</td>
<td>L1 D-cache access miss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>All remaining instructions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Application Profile Instruction Categories
Figure 2: High level overview of REACT.

Figure 3: Overview of our energy model. The gray shaded boxes indicate events that are used by our model.

**Precise Baseline**

We first describe the parameterized linear energy model. Section 3.3, below, describes our methodology for deriving the parameters from a more complex energy model. The energy model computes the precise baseline cost using the following linear equations.

\[
\text{Energy}_{\text{phase}} = \\
\text{Static}_{\text{compute}} + \text{Dynamic}_{\text{compute}} \\
+ \text{Static}_{\text{memory}} + \text{Dynamic}_{\text{memory}} \\
\]

(1)

**Static** = \( \text{Power} \times \text{CPI} \times \text{Instructions} \times \text{CycleTime} \)

(2)

**Dynamic** = \( \text{Energy}_{\text{event}} \times \text{Count}_{\text{event}} \)

(3)

In these equations, the \( \text{Power} \) and \( \text{Energy} \) terms are architecture-dependent parameters defining the cost of various operations or structures. \( \text{CPI} \) is the average cycles per instruction for the target architecture. The \( \text{Count} \) terms are properties of the program’s dynamic profile and correspond to the events shown in Figure 3 (e.g., arithmetic operations and memory accesses).

Equation (1) computes the energy cost of a phase as the sum of the static and dynamic costs for compute and memory within the system. The total precise baseline cost is then the sum of Equation (1) over all phases of application execution.

**Fine-Grained Approximations**

Fine-grained approximation techniques operate at the event level, replacing individual operations with approximate versions. In REACT, the model for a fine-grained technique modifies one or more of the architectural parameters of the baseline system. For example, a model might reduce the energy consumption of integer arithmetic operations to model approximate arithmetic instructions. The energy cost of a fine-grained approximation is computed in the same way as the precise baseline cost, but using the appropriate modified architectural parameters. Multiple orthogonal fine-grained approximations can be aggregated into a single set of modified parameters.

**Coarse-Grained Approximations**

Coarse-grained approximation techniques replace entire application phases with approximate implementations. In REACT, we restrict such phases to functions. Our energy model for a coarse-grained technique modifies one or more of the terms on the right-hand side of Equation (1), and adds additional cost specific to the coarse-grained technique. To compute total energy of a coarse-grained phase, we first compute the precise baseline cost of the phase. Then, each term affected by the coarse-grained approximation is scaled by a user-specified factor (e.g., for placing the processor in a low-power mode). We also account for speedup (or slowdown) afforded by the technique, and prorate the static costs accordingly. Lastly, we introduce the technique specific dynamic invocation and static costs. The dynamic invocation cost is the number of invocations of the region multiplied by a per invocation cost. The static cost is computed in the same manner as Equation (2).
3.3 Energy Model Training & Validation

To make the abstract model above concrete, we need to calibrate its parameters. While the focus on first-order terms enables rapid exploration of energy savings and provides a simple interface to the tool, it potentially sacrifices the accuracy attainable using previous energy and power modeling research. To minimize modeling inaccuracies, we ground our model using McPAT [14], a widely used power modeling framework.

Figure 4 shows the workflow employed to learn the coefficients of our linear model. We first analyzed program traces to formulate a generative model that produces realistic synthetic program profiles. These synthetic profiles contain the same high-level micro-architectural events as detected by our profiler. In order to derive the micro-architectural statistics (e.g., BTB reads and writes, RAT and CDB access, etc.) required by McPAT from these synthetic profiles, we use conversion parameters found in popular performance simulators such as Gem5 [41] and Sniper [42]. The micro-architectural statistics complemented with a single-core ARM Cortex-A9 architecture description are passed into McPAT to produce power results. McPAT’s Cortex-A9 processor description itself has been validated against published data [43].

We derive an energy cost from the McPAT power output obtained from each program trace, the CPI and frequency, both specific to the ARM Cortex-A9 processor. In order to derive the coefficients for the dynamic elements of our energy model, we run linear regression on the synthetic profile data and the energy output produced by McPAT. Collecting the static costs is simpler since those are program-independent and directly produced by McPAT.

The resulting model provides the Energy and Power terms used in Equations (2)–(3) for the processor and cache, but not for DRAM. We assume a DRAM access costs 5 pJ per bit for a 64-bit access [44], plus an additional penalty of one hundred stalled cycles on the CPU. We assume DRAM static power to be on the same order of magnitude of processor static power, informed by previous results [45].

We derive an energy cost from the McPAT power output obtained from each program trace, the CPI and frequency, both specific to the ARM Cortex-A9 processor. In order to derive the coefficients for the dynamic elements of our energy model, we run linear regression on the synthetic profile data and the energy output produced by McPAT. Collecting the static costs is simpler since those are program-independent and directly produced by McPAT.

The resulting model provides the Energy and Power terms used in Equations (2)–(3) for the processor and cache, but not for DRAM. We assume a DRAM access costs 5 pJ per bit for a 64-bit access [44], plus an additional penalty of one hundred stalled cycles on the CPU. We assume DRAM static power to be on the same order of magnitude of processor static power, informed by previous results [45].

Table 3 lists the final learned parameters. We validate the calibrated model against McPAT on real program traces. We collect traces from the PERFECT [46] and PARSEC-3.0 [47] benchmark suites, generate energy values using McPAT and REACT, then compare the results. Overall, we observe an average total energy error of 0.87%, ranging from 0.31% to 1.38%, where our model consistently calculates a slightly greater energy
value that McPAT. These results lead us to conclude that our energy model, which focuses on only first-order concerns, is a reasonable simplification of the reference model.

3.4 Quality Modeling

REACT also needs to model the quality impacts of approximation. To do so, it instruments programs to inject errors at execution time and provides an API for defining the errors to inject. REACT’s instrumentation extends ACCEPT [12], an approximate-computing compiler framework, to inject errors at two granularities: at a fine granularity after each instruction, and at a coarse granularity on the output of functions. Users can implement REACT’s error API to supply error models without modifying the compiler instrumentation.

This section details each error injection style.

Fine-Grained Error Injection

Fine-grained error injection occurs at the instruction level in REACT. As with EnerJ [15], values are marked as either approximate or precise, with precise being the implicit default. For instance, the program snippet:

```
APPROX int a;
int b;
```
defines an approximate integer variable a and a precise integer variable b. When compiled with ACCEPT, all instructions manipulating or depending solely on approximate values (e.g., a store to a) are marked as being approximate and intercepted with a hook to a user-defined error injection routine. At runtime, that hook receives information about the dynamic execution of the instruction, including opcode and operands. The hook invokes the user-defined error routine to modify the instruction and inject error appropriately. All approximate instructions within a given function are subjected to the same error injection routine, but the particular routine used may differ across functions.

Much like a conventional architectural simulator, the error injection models can be arbitrarily complex, and rely on an arbitrarily large amount of bookkeeping, since they are only intended to model the approximation techniques. For example, we implement Load Value Approximation [25], a complex technique that relies on logging the history of loads following a cache miss to avoid fetching data from memory by predicting the next load data value. REACT’s expressiveness allows simulating error in both ALU operations and memory.

Coarse-Grained Error Injection

ACCEPT also has been modified to allow coarse-grained error injection at the function level. In this approach, an injection routine is specified to modify the outputs of a function, i.e. the live-outs of that function. The user-specified routine should be representative of the particular approximation technique it represents, and ACCEPT imposes no restrictions on the type of error introduced. For instance, when implementing neural acceleration, a user may choose to evaluate a neural network, or instead sample a probability distribution that produces a similar whole-application quality degradation.

3.5 Linking Energy & Quality

REACT coordinates the energy and quality paths by applying corresponding sets of energy and error models to each phase in the program. In the current implementation, “phases” are defined by function boundaries, so all categories of models—coarse grain and fine grain, energy and error—apply to an entire function at a time.

For fine-grained approximations, REACT makes the simplifying assumption that energy scaling applies uniformly to the statistics for an entire phase. In practice, this means that some precise instructions, where error is not injected, are nonetheless counted as approximate in the energy model. We accept this simplification in the energy results in favor of an easily understandable and usable energy model.

4. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate REACT’s usefulness as a tool for exploring approximate-computing techniques. We implement a selection of techniques from the classification presented in Section 2 within REACT’s infrastructure and apply them to a collection of benchmarks. The goals of this evaluation are to demonstrate the application of a broad range of techniques within REACT, and to compare the potential benefits of different approaches.

4.1 Techniques and Benchmarks

Table 4 lists the approximation techniques we model, which include a variety of fine-grained and coarse-grained hardware mechanisms. We list the components of the energy model affected and the type of error model required for each technique. The fine-grained techniques consider are reduced-precision floating-point computation [28], voltage overscaled ALU units [48], and unreliable DRAM [3] and SRAM [2] arrays. We implement models for neural accelerators [11, 33], representative of coarse-grained techniques from literature. In addition, we model special-purpose, spatially laid-out accelerators for three benchmarks (blackholes, jpeg, and sobel). We model both precise and approximate versions of these spatial accelerators to contrast the benefits of specialization and approximation.

We evaluate benchmarks written in C and C++ drawn from two benchmark suites: three applications from the ACCEPT approximate compiler [12] (sobel, blackholes, and jpeg) and five from the PERFECT suite [46] (histogram-equalization, fft-1d, sar-bp, sar-pfa1, and sar-pfa2). Both suites include output quality metrics; the accuracy measurements in our evaluation use these specifications. Each benchmark uses lightweight type annotations in the style of ACCEPT [12] and EnerJ [15] to distinguish approximate code from critical, non-approximatable code; Section 4.5 reports on the effort required to add these annotations.
but rather suggests that these particular approximation should not be applied to FFT routines, which composes REACT’s simulated techniques. This result does not mean it is not a good choice. These widely varying results allow practitioners to produce this type of trade-off plot. From the benchmark. The energy axis reflects our model for quality metric. In these configurations, each technique applies in different ways and at different levels of aggressive-specialization. REACT’s results let us examine the benefits from approximate computing along many dimensions, including granularity and specialization. We discuss these observations in the following sections.

Figure 7 shows the breakdown of energy consumption by component for precise, fine-grained, and coarse-grained approximations. As with the results in Figure 6, we examine the energy consumed during the approximation amenable regions of each benchmark. For the fine- and coarse-grained bars, we select the approximate techniques exhibiting the greatest energy savings with at most 10% error. We omit coarse-grained techniques for fft-1d and histeq, as we did not implement coarse-grained models for these techniques. Benchmarks from the same suite exhibit similar energy breakdown by component: the benchmarks from the PERFECT suite tend to be more memory intensive. We suspect this is due to the selection of approximate regions in each benchmark.

4.3 Fine- vs. Coarse-Grained Approximations

REACT’s results let us examine the potential of approximation techniques along each dimension in our taxonomy. The granularity dimension yields a stark contrast in efficiency. Previous work [4, 11, 33] has observed that coarse-grained accelerators benefit from their ability to reduce the costly control overhead of general purpose processors.

Our results confirm this trend. Figures 6a–6c show the results for the three benchmarks where we applied coarse-grained techniques. In each plot, we observe a group of configurations demonstrating energy savings below around 20%, and a small number above 50%. All of the fine-grained techniques are in the former group, and all of the coarse-grained techniques are in the latter group. On average, the coarse-grained techniques achieve energy savings of 74%, while the average for the fine-grained techniques is only 7%.

4.4 Specialization and Acceleration

Our results also reveal conclusions surrounding the coupling of approximation and specialization. REACT includes models for approximate and precise versions of custom accelerators for blackscholes, jpeg, and sobel. On average, our precise spatial accelerators achieve energy gains of 69% while the approximate versions demon-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Energy Terms Affected</th>
<th>Error Model Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduced-Precision FPU [28]</td>
<td>FP Arithmetic Instructions</td>
<td>Reduced Mantissa Floating Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage Overscaling (ALU) [6]</td>
<td>Int Arithmetic Instructions</td>
<td>Random Bit Flips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM Refresh Rate [48, 3]</td>
<td>MemorySt</td>
<td>Last-Access Dependent Bit Flip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural Acceleration [11, 33]</td>
<td>ComputeDyn/St &amp; MemoryDyn</td>
<td>Per-Invation Random Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Sobel Kernel</td>
<td>ComputeDyn/St &amp; MemoryDyn</td>
<td>Reduced Mantissa Floating Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial JPEG Kernel</td>
<td>ComputeDyn/St &amp; MemoryDyn</td>
<td>Reduced Mantissa Floating Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Blackscholes Kernel</td>
<td>ComputeDyn/St &amp; MemoryDyn</td>
<td>Reduced Mantissa Floating Point</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Selected approximation techniques implemented in REACT. “Dyn” indicates that the dynamic energy of the component is affected, while “St” indicates an effect on the static energy.

Specialized Accelerator Models

As described in Section 3.2, coarse-grained accelerators incur both a dynamic per invocation and static cost. To calculate these costs for our models of custom fixed-function accelerators, we first count the number of arithmetic operations, cache accesses, and register accesses in the accelerated region of code. The dynamic cost is the sum of these counts multiplied by a per-event cost. Precise accelerators use the same per-operation cost as the baseline precise energy model, scaled by the width of the operation. Approximate accelerators incorporate approximate hardware components by replacing precise ALUs with voltage-overscaled ALUs, and floating-point hardware with reduced-precision floating-point units. In addition we assume the use of low-refresh rate DRAM, while cache and local register accesses are precise. Similarly, the static power cost is the sum of the arithmetic unit count multiplied by a per-unit power cost, plus the cost of a register file. We derive the power costs of each structure from CACTI [49].
strate gains of 80%, or 35% savings over the precise spatial accelerator. These results suggest that most of the benefit of these spatially laid-out accelerators comes from specialization, not approximation. That said, applying approximation on top of specialization can enable significant additional energy efficiency, ranging from 30% to 36%, at the cost of an average 12% application error. Comparatively, the same approximation strategy applied to traditional CPU designs yields an average 13% energy savings on the same benchmarks. This indicates that approximation techniques are more effective on fixed-function accelerators compared to CPU designs. This is due to the large control overheads traditionally found in CPUs that are incompressible when applying approximation techniques.

In addition to fixed-function accelerators, we evaluate digital and analog variants of neural acceleration. The data in Figures 6a–6c demonstrate the power of neural-network–based approximate accelerators. Both the analog and digital neural network models demonstrate greater energy savings and lower quality degradation than the approximate spatial accelerators. The analog neural networks achieve energy savings of 97% on average with only 7% average error and the digital neural networks have average energy savings of 68% with an average error of only 2%. The results strongly suggest that coarse-grained techniques carry great potential when they are coupled with algorithmic transformations.

### 4.5 Programmer Effort

Programmer effort is an important factor in the feasibility of approximate computing. To measure effort, we quantify the annotation overhead for REACT’s annotations, which are based on the type qualifier system of EnerJ [15] and ACCEPT [12]. Table 5 lists the number of source-code annotations for each benchmark. In the type system, APPROX mark data that is safe
4.6 PERFECT Benchmarks

To further explore the benefits of approximation, we discuss the application of approximate computing to the PERFECT benchmark suite. Figures 6d–6h display the results of applying approximation to a selection of kernels from the PERFECT suite. PERFECT is composed of a set of required kernels and four sets of domain specific kernels. One of the domains involves image processing while the other three are focused on radar data processing. The fft-1d kernel covers the required domain, histogram-equalization represents the image processing domain, and we use the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) kernels to represent the radar data processing domains.

The PERFECT suite focuses on image and signal processing applications common on embedded computing platforms. These classes of applications are generally considered amenable to approximation, which is confirmed by our results. We observe energy savings greater than 50% across the selected PERFECT kernels when applying coarse-grained approximation techniques.

Key Takeaways

In studying the PERFECT kernels, we formulate a few key takeaways regarding approximate computing.

First, coarse-grained approximation techniques vastly outperform fine-grained techniques, offering significant energy-efficiency gains at similar error behavior to fine-grained techniques. As noted in our analysis of other benchmarks, coarse-grained techniques benefit from both specialization and approximation. The combination of these approaches eliminate inefficiencies such as control overhead found in traditional, general-purpose processors and exploit the relaxed accuracy and precision requirements of signal processing applications.

Second, applying approximation requires a deep understanding of the algorithm in question. The fft-1d kernel, shown in Figure 6d, exhibits what can happen when approximation is not applied properly. Most of the techniques applied to this application resulted in unacceptable output quality, well below the acceptable SNR of 100 suggested by the documentation. This behavior potentially implies the application is not amenable to approximation, the approximations applied were the wrong type of approximation for this application, or to approximation, the approximations applied were the wrong type of approximation for this application, or the approximations were applied at the wrong locations within the application. In the case of fft-1d, we know from previous work that coarse-grained approximation via neural acceleration is profitable, providing energy savings of around 2x [4] at negligible quality degradation. The SAR kernels also exhibit potentially unacceptable error behavior, but show a moderately more graceful degradation of quality. We suspect this behavior is a result of the provided implementations already being finely tuned for accuracy and precision requirements. Algorithms that have already been tuned for precision may be more sensitive to approximate computing techniques. A comprehensive understanding of the application can unlock large energy savings while lack of algorithmic knowledge may imply a false barrier for approximation.

Third, we expect the fraction of energy expended on memory and communication of data to increase in the future as applications continue to focus on data intensive algorithms. Examining Figure 7, we see energy consumption from memory associated costs, which includes communication in our model, accounting for more than half of the total energy consumed. This data implies
that memory and communication costs are prime targets for approximation through techniques, such as low refresh rate DRAM, low voltage SRAM, or lossy compression, and significant energy-efficiency gains are possible.

5. RELATED WORK

This paper builds on the expansive body of work on techniques for approximate computing. Rather than reiterate the individual techniques here, we refer the reader to Section 2 for the exhaustive listing in our taxonomy. Other recent works have focused on tools for exploring and prototyping approximate-computing techniques. The quality-of-service profiler by Misailovic et al. [50] automatically explores programs for code-perforation opportunities, and Ringenburg et al. [51] describe a similar system for nondeterministic hardware approximation. The goal in both systems is to mine recommendations for approximation and report these to the programmer. Intel’s IACT [36] is compiler and runtime toolbox for exploring simulated approximations. Chippa et al. [52] describe a framework for measuring applications’ “inherent” resilience and, thereby, their potential for approximation.

The REACT framework’s trade-off space exploration resembles other systems for auto-tuning approximate programs, including ACCEPT [12], ExpAX [53], and Green [34]. Those systems’ goal is to produce an optimized version of the program—in contrast to REACT, which is designed for prototyping and exploration.

REACT is related to other work that projects the potential benefit of new hardware before the design phase. The Aladdin framework [54], for example, models the power–performance design space for hardware accelerators derived directly from C code.

REACT uses a machine-learning approach to derive an analytical, linear model for system energy consumption. This approach builds on two bodies of work that models power in real systems using performance counters as a proxy [55, 56, 57], and recent micro-architecture independent analytical modeling [58].

6. CONCLUSION

While approximate computing promises to open new doors for advancing computational efficiency, its potential benefits and impact on applications are difficult to measure. Researchers and practitioners alike need tools to prototype new approximate-computing ideas and to explore their interaction with software.

This work details REACT, a framework for the rapid exploration of approximate-computing techniques. To inform REACT’s design, we classify current approximate computing research. We develop an energy model that can be quickly adapted to reflect arbitrary approximation techniques. We provide a straightforward API for injecting error into and assessing application quality. Together, REACT exposes the right set of knobs for prototyping the energy and error characteristics of new approaches to approximation before proceeding to a full hardware or software implementation.
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